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Introduction
What are Benchmarks(Computing)?

- applications designed to characterize the performance of a system

- results can be used to compare and rank different systems

-  to identify problems and monitor the progress of fixing them
- check if the performance requested by the customer is actually achieved

- usually cannot fully characterize all performance aspects of a system
- measure one specific metric (floating point operations, execution time,I/O operations...)

- to cover multiple metrics we have benchmark-suites

- many types of benchmarks (Algorithmic benchmarks, Parallel benchmarks,...)
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Introduction
Benchmark Key Properties

1. Relevance: should measure important features.

2. Representativeness: should be broadly accepted by industry and academia. 

3. Equity: all systems should be fairly compared.

4. Repeatability: results should be verifiable. 

5. Cost-effectiveness: tests should be economical. 

6. Scalability: tests should measure from single server to multiple servers

7. Transparency: Benchmark metrics should be readily understandable. 
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UEABS-Unified European Applications Benchmark Suite 

- a set of currently 13 application codes taken from the pre-existing
- PRACE and DEISA application benchmark suites
- extended with the PRACE Accelerator Benchmark Suite

- providing a single benchmark suite of 
- currently relevant and publicly available application codes and datasets
- a size which can realistically be run on large systems

- each application code has either one, or two input datasets
- Test Case A is designed to run on Tier-1 sized systems
- Test Case B is designed to run on Tier-0 sized systems

- current release is Version 2.2 (December 20, 2022)
- https://repository.prace-ri.eu/git/UEABS/ueabs
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Example Benchmark
GPAW Description  

A Projected Augmented Wave code

- electronic structure calculations based on 
- the density functional theory (DFT)
- the time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT)

- DTF allows studies of ground state properties such as energetics and 
equilibrium geometries

- TD-DFT can be used for calculating excited state properties such as optical 
spectra

- written in Python and C and parallelized with MPI
- There is also a CUDA-based implementation for GPU systems 6



Example Benchmark
GPAW Dependencies and Installation

- C compiler with MPI support
- BLAS, LAPACK, BLACS and ScaLAPACK
- for GPAW 20.10.0 Python 3.6-3.9
- NumPy >=1.9
-  SciPy >=0.14
- FFTW (Fastest Fourier Transform in the West), Libxc
- ASE (Atomic Simulation Environment)
- Installation choices

- spack (py-gpaw)
- manual with autoconf, Libtool and make
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Example Benchmark
GPAW Datasets

1. Case A (small): Carbon nanotube
a. ground state calculation for a carbon nanotube in vacuum
b. scale up to 10 nodes and/or 100 MPI tasks

2. Case B (medium): Copper filament
a. ground state calculation for a copper filament in vacuum
b. scale up to 100 nodes and/or 1000 MPI tasks

3. Case C (large): Silicon cluster
a. ground state calculation for a silicon cluster in vacuum
b. scale up to 1000 nodes and/or 10000 MPI tasks

- result verification via 4 parameters including
- expected number of Number of iterations
- extrapolated energy 8
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Example Benchmark
GPAW Example Output on dataset A_carbon-nanotube
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Example Benchmark
GPAW Example Output on dataset A_carbon-nanotube
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